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Manufacturer: Alpha Design Labs by Furutech
Model: X1
Price: $479
Type: Portable DAC/amp
Product notes: Can be used as a DAC for iPhones, iPads, and select iPods
Volume control: Analog knob, rotate on/off
Power connector: USB, mini B
Battery life: 7.5 hours; 7 hour charge time via standard USB or 4-5 hours with 1-2 Amp charger
Inputs: Analog line input (front); USB mini-B for computer DAC (rear); USB A for iDevice DAC (rear)
Outputs: Headphone/line out (front); headphone/line/SPDIF optical, 24/192 max, out (rear)
DAC Connectivity: PC – 24/192 with ASIO and asynchronous mode support; iDevice with no power drain
Specifications:
•

High-performance 24-bit/192kHz XMOS USB

•

ESS-ES9023 DAC chip

•

USB 2.0 High Speed (480Mbit/s) compliant supporting 8/16/32/44.1/48/88.2/96/176.4/192 kHz sampling rates

•

Maxim MAX9724C Power IC, Low-RF Direct-Drive Stereo Headphone Amplifier with 1.8V compatible shutdown

•

TI- LMV832 Dual 3.3 MHz EMI-Hardened Low-Power CMOS OP AMP

•

Max headphone output at 1%THD @ 1KHz: 34mW(12 ohm), 60mW(16 ohm), 82mW(32 ohm), 86mW(56 ohm),
36mW(300 ohm), 19mW(600 ohm)

•

Channel separation 60～64dB (1KHz) 33ohms -50dB/<=±3dB

•

Frequency characteristics 20Hz～20kHz (±0.5dB)

•

Total Harmonic Distortion 0.033% (33ohms) , <0.02% (300ohms) , 0.0085% (600ohms)/1mW

•

S/N Ratio 95.5dB/32ohms , 98.1dB/56ohms , 101.6dB/300ohms, 102.1dB/600ohms

•

Dimensions 68 (W) x 118 (D) x 16.5 (H) mm

•

Weight: 147g Approx.

Usage Notes: The ADL X1 is well designed but not flashy with a practical size that fits well with many players and phones,
has a nice look and feel to the finish, and is solidly constructed. One side is rubberized, which helps it stay put against
surfaces, and the other side is brushed aluminum with the indicator lights, making for a great experience. There are
headphone outputs on either side of the amp improving usability in tight spaces and allowing the headphone to be plugged
into the same side as the input.
During use, I was wondering why the X1 wasn’t being recognized by my computer as a DAC and came to realize I didn’t
completely move the recessed USB DAC/iDevice switch. Once it moved the final millimeter and clicked into place it was
immediately recognized. Also, I had to turn the X1 off and back on when switching between USB DAC and iDevice modes
to get the change to take effect.
The line in input takes precedence over the USB inputs, which made it easier to compare the internal USB DAC with external
DACs. The headphone output on the front uses a 4-pin connector and allows switching between the two possible ground
and microphone pins.

SOUND

Sound signature: The amp section of the ADL X1 is a relatively neutral and transparent with a spacious sound that
presents from a bit further-back perspective than competitors such as the Portaphile 627 and Lear FSM-02 V2. Notes are
slightly on the quicker side in comparison, but exerting better control of headphone/IEM drivers resulting in a smoothness
while retaining high levels of detail. Compared with the ADL Cruise, the X1 is much more natural and neutral feeling. The
DAC portion of the X1 is revealing and also transparent, allowing the underlying sound of the tracks show through, warts
and all. Combing the amp and DAC sections, the X1 is very revealing and neutral that allows the connected headphones to
perform at a very high level.
Amp performance: Multiple CIEMs and several headphones were used for testing including the Spiral Ear SE 5-way
Reference, Hidition Vineto-R, Lear LCM BD4.2, Perfect Seal Fusion 11, Audeze LCD-2, and Sennheiser HD600. With the
headphones the X1 had plenty of power with good control, even with the hard-to-drive LCD-2. The spacious presentation
worked well with the headphones and imaging and detail levels were good, and on par with the Portaphile 627 and slightly
superior to the FSM-02 V2. While the bass of the 627 was more prominent, the X1 had cleaner bass overall.
Performance with CIEMs was similar to headphones, except there was an issue of hiss ranging from very slight to noticeable
depending on the pairing, although for me it wasn’t ever a deal-breaker. The his is significantly better than that of the ADL
Cruise. Spatially the X1 is on par with the 627 size-wise, but images better with superior overall driver control for a cleaner,
clearer sound. While the FSM-02 V2 performed similarly in most ways from the Class A output, the X1 had an overall larger
soundstage with better imaging and instrument separation for a slightly more open sound.
USB DAC performance: The X1 compares well with other DAC/amp combos such as the Leckerton UHA-6S MKII and ADL
Cruise as well as the ODAC, with higher levels of detail, better imaging, a larger space, and more resolution
overall. Compared with the high-performing iBasso DX100 internal DAC via line-in, the DX100 has a cleaner edge to notes,
which is noticeable in high quality tracks, but negligible when the quality drops such as with 80’s metal and pop music.
Comparing the X1 with the DAC portion of the DX90 DAP, the DX90 had no hiss and a more 3D soundstage with better
imaging while the X1 had a larger overall presentation, better control, more bass when called for, and a more dynamic
overall sound. While the differences aren’t huge, it is apparent that the DX90 DAC section is superior to the X1 while the X1
amp section is superior to the DX90, as is expected.
Comparing the performance when connected to a PC vs. a Mac, the PC performance was superior via Media Monkey with
the WASAPI as well as with Winamp and the ASIO driver in comparison to my Mac via iTunes. The difference between the
two was relatively large with a fuzzier edge to the notes from the Mac leading to often harsh sounding treble; however I
didn’t try other player software on the Mac.
iDevice DAC performance: When pulling a signal from my iPhone 5, there was an improvement compared with the
headphone output to the line input of the X1, but the differences weren’t huge. Overall, the X1 internal DAC has a
smoother, more detailed note and presents with a larger space, but the differences aren’t huge. There was a bigger
difference when comparing the digital output vs. the headphone output to line in of my iPad 2, with a relatively large
difference is spatial qualities and detail levels.
When paired with a computer, the X1 performance was fairly significantly better, which seems to be a result of the Apple
interface. While the DAC function was an improvement over iDevice headphone output to the X1 line in, the amp pairs well
enough from the headphone out to make the recommendation solely based on the iDevice DAC difficult. But, since the
feature is there and it does improve the sound, I recommend using that feature. However, the X1 won’t turn an iPhone
into a DX100 killer.

General sound notes: As with most amps that utilize an analog volume control, there is a slight channel imbalance at the
starting 1/16th or so of the knob turn, which is only an issue with high sensitivity IEMs/CIEMs and very low volume
listening. If the input level can be controlled, this issue becomes non-existent. There is a very slight thump when turned
on and a slightly louder thump when turned off.
Hiss is another issue with the X1, but it isn’t as significant as many other amps. While there are plenty of headphones,
IEMs, and CIEMs that don’t hiss, there are enough IEMs and CIEMs that do hiss to where it can be bothersome or even a
deal-breaker for those more sensitive to hiss. I experienced no interference from other devices that transmit and receive
wi-fi or cell signals.
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SUMMARY
The Alpha Design Labs ADL X1 offers exceptional sound as an amp with an added bonus of DAC functionality for use with
computers and many iDevices. The amp section has set a new standard for a portable amps, with exceptional
transparency and imaging; however there is a low-level hiss with high-sensitivity headphones/IEMs. While the DAC is not

the be-all-end-all, it is a nice addition to the package. Overall, the ADL X1 is a real winner considering the performance,
functionality, and usability and highly recommended for headphones and lower sensitivity IEMs.
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